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Duration: 18 minutes

Ensemble:

female voice

electric guitar (with a pedalboard interface to trigger the pre-recorded parts)

drums/percussion (full drum kit, shaker, hooves, congas, keys)

pre-recorded parts of voice, guitar and electronic effects.

Concert pitch score
Performance notes

The pre-recorded parts for guitar, voice and electronics should be stored in a midi interface capable of playback parts in a separate track, allowing the guitar to make use of effects and timbre alterations. Drums and percussion should take the samples (generally 4 bars), as a suggestion to create upon.

Electronics

1: Distorted saw-tooth wave oscillator, with fractalize mode to add overtones to the original waveform
2: Triangle wave oscillator, with granular synthesis applied.

Drum Map
It's not possible for the thin surface of the ice, to pretend there are no tumultuous waters right underneath itself.

Once the ice is cracked it is not possible to achieve a kind of cohesion with oh such fractured parts.

Music is not dead, merely its fibers are constricted That's why, from now onwards the Music is going to be at once as joyful bitter bitter-sweet.

There's nothing lost, nothing won time just makes Music joyful and bitter,

Bitter-sweet.
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